ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY

CL  Comparative Literature
HDS  High Diasporic Sensibilities
IJSELL  International Journal on Studies in English Language & Literature
IOSR-JHSS  International Organization of Scientific Research- Journal of Humanities and Social Science
JSTOR  Journal Storage
LDS  Low Diasporic Sensibilities
NRI  Non Resident Indian
PIO  Person of Indian Origin
SACLIT  South Asian Canadian Literature
WWAH  What Was Always Hers

TERMS
Diaspora: Dispersion of any people from their traditional homeland
Host-land: The country where one immigrates
Intranational Diaspora: Diasporic Consciousness within a single Nation (Gujarati Diaspora in Madras)
Immigrant: A person migrating to another country usually for permanent residence
Exile: A compulsory Isolation (Forced Exile, Self-imposed Exile)
Expatriate: A person who lives outside their native country
Multiculturalism: Including many different cultures
First Generation Diaspora: Those who migrated to foreign land after spending some initial years in homeland
Second Generation Diaspora: Those who are born and brought up in foreign land
Vashudev Kutumbakam: The belief of the world as a single family